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55% of provincial healthcare budgets will be for seniors by 2030

C

anada’s straining health care system is dominating
headlines, as provinces pit themselves against the
federal government in a bid for significant funding
increases combined with a call for a national strategy
on health human resources.
Statisticians and policy experts have been warning us for a
long time that public health care in our country would face
its biggest test due to the ageing demographic. At BC Care
Providers Association (BCCPA), we have also been saying
the same thing, as have those who represent our country’s
doctors and nurses.
Expressions of concern about this evolving crisis by premiers
and federal cabinet ministers though welcome are arriving
later than we had hoped.
Like thousands of Canadians do each year, I am mourning the
loss of a parent. Last year my dad passed away at age 89,
and our family did its best to support him through his failing
health and increasing frailty — made worse by necessary
COVID restrictions that made life much less fun for him. I’m
grateful for the public health care he received until he finally
passed peacefully in hospice.
The experience of helping my dad through his end of life
prompted me to reflect on what I should expect from the health
care system in my elderly years. Especially knowing that
there are more of us in the baby boom generation — those of
us in our sixties and beyond — than any demographic before it.
In January 2020, RBC Thought Leadership — a thinktank
run by the bank’s chief economist — released a report that

8

forecasted what it saw as the two existential threats facing
Canada during this decade.
The report is titled “Navigating the 2020s: How Canada can
thrive in a decade of change,” and it is a cruel coincidence that
a paper as significant in its findings and recommendations
would arrive just prior to the most consequential and damaging
health crisis in a century. Despite COVID upending the whole
healthcare system for the past 2 years the report remains
relevant.
The first existential threat Canada faces according to RBC’s
report is climate change, which is not often cited for its
impact on the health care system. But 2021 changed those
perceptions when a heat dome killed hundreds of elderly
British Columbians and rampant wildfires made the air toxic
and impossible to breathe. Later, floods forced the evacuation
of entire communities including their elderly populations living
in care homes.
So, if you want to know what climate change has to do with a
health care system that supports older adults, there is no starker
reminder than what we experienced last year. In our submissions
to the Ministry of Finance, BCCPA has recommended that
funding is available for systems that can better protect seniors
against these kinds of extreme weather conditions.
On par with climate change, the RBC report says Canada’s
other existential threat is our ageing demographic.
The sheer scale and size of the growth in population aged 75+
is practically breathtaking. The census results released last May
made national headlines about the fact Canadians aged 85-plus
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are the country’s fastest growing demographic. It should be a
huge wake-up call for elected leaders and the public.
Now, what is sure to follow is a significant growth in demand
from older adults looking for health care services — either in
the community or in a care home. The RBC report forecasts
that caring for seniors will consume 55% of provincial and
territorial healthcare budgets in 2030 versus 45% now.
These projections come at a time when we are already
experiencing shortages — both in the number of available
beds and the staff needed to deliver care. In British Columbia,
a 3-year-old study put the province over 3,000 long-term care
beds short of current demand. Because of higher levels of
acuity, many of these seniors are left to occupy hospital beds
instead of getting more suitable care in the community.
It is the future though that should alarm all of us. According
to a report produced by BCCPA, over the next 20 years it is
estimated that B.C. alone must build up to 45,000 net new
care beds, or over 2,200 per year. To put that number into
perspective, the province has tendered approximately 800
of these beds since 2017.
Furthermore, it can take up to five years before a newly
approved care bed is occupied by a resident.

There are some hopeful signs, particularly when it comes to
addressing labour shortages through increased immigration
and the recognition of foreign credentials for nurses. But
even with reforms like these that BCCPA has advocated for
with both federal and provincial officials, it is taking too long
to move forward with these changes.
Then there is the unhelpful debate about the role of the private
sector in the delivery of seniors’ care. It is imperative that we
acknowledge that this is not just the government’s problem to
fix but society’s challenge to meet. It will take everyone whether
they work for a not-for-profit, for-profit or government owned
and operated organization to rise to the challenge.
So, how do we move forward? By first investing in our workforce
through training and valuing their role in supporting the
health care system. Workers on the front lines have been
through a lot throughout the past few years, and we must
support them by improving their skills, and acknowledging
the needs of their physical and mental health.
Furthermore, we must embrace older adults as we have never
before by flagging the ageism that often pervades policymaking.
Ageism, like all forms of discrimination, is unacceptable.

To staff all those beds, the report projects that we’ll need
19,000 new health workers, including 13,000 health care
assistants and 4,000 nurses.

Canada can overcome the existential threats brought by climate
change and an ageing population, but it will take the resolve
of our leaders, enterprising individuals and organizations, and
everyone on the front lines of the healthcare system.

This is a looming crisis that demands a sense of urgency from
government decision-makers that just isn’t there yet.

Terry Lake is the CEO of BC Care Providers Association and
EngAge BC, www.bccare.ca
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ALPINE

BUILDING

MAINTENANCE
CUSTOMIZED CLEANING SOLUTIONS

F

ounded in 1980 in the interior of British
Columbia, family-owned building services
company Alpine Building Maintenance has
evolved into a national Canadian minority-owned
business enterprise and a preferred national
service provider.
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Alpine Building Maintenance

Alpine is a second generation family business, and is now
directed and overseen by CEO Harj Johal, the son of founder
Satnam Johal. With offices throughout Canada, Alpine is a
Certified-Minority Owned Business (CAMSC), and services
some of the most prestigious customer facilities in the country,
with its expertise touching several different industries. Mr
Johal spoke with us recently to discuss the background of
the company, the range of important and prestigious buildings,
the services and solutions provided, and the industry issues
that are encouraging the company to embrace new ideas
and technologies.

40 YEARS IN BUSINESS
Alpine was founded by Satnam Johal in 1980 on the principle
values of quality, exceeding client expectations, respect of
staff, industry partnership, and transparent communication.
Its impressive history is a reflection of satisfying clients and
delivering outcomes.
“Alpine has a history spanning 40 years in the commercial
cleaning business,” Mr Johal says, “and we are very fortunate
to have clients who have maintained a close business
relationship extending 20 years. Today, as a National Services
provider, Alpine has a workforce of more than 2,000
outstanding team members, providing excellence in janitorial
service delivery to over 100 million sq ft of commercial real
estate across Canada.”
Alpine is capable of providing services from BC to Ontario
and beyond, and is currently expanding into Quebec through
existing national partnerships. It works on thousands of sites

across multiple sectors, including large complex office towers,
consumer retail, financial institutions, high tech offices, and
the transportation sector.
“Alpine provides comprehensive cleaning solutions to over
1,900 locations daily across Canada. Our clients include
some of Canada’s most important and prestigious buildings,
owned and operated by Canada’s most successful, trusted
and admired corporations.”
The company’s clients are in such fields as Big Box Retail,
Airports, Grocery Retail, Retail banking, Property Management
Companies, and Large Integrated Facilities Management
Service Providers.

FAMILY-OWNED BUSINESS
Staying true to its roots, Alpine Building Maintenance is a
family-owned business, and is certified through the Canadian
Aboriginal and Minority Supplier Council (CAMSC) as a
Minority-Owned Business.
Alpine has evolved its mission to match its principles and
move towards the ultimate goal of delivering an outstanding
experience for clients, aiming to become the trusted and
relied-upon services provider across Canada through the
delivery of professional, performance-driven, high-quality,
and customer-centric janitorial and cleaning solutions.
Having recently acquired 3 commercial cleaning companies,
Alpine’s footprint has expanded across Canada. During 2021,
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the company experienced 39% new business growth, making
it the 4th largest cleaning company in Canada.
The company’s differentiators are its dedication to high-quality
execution and consistency, its responsive and local capabilities,
continued growth and expansion, and giving back through
community involvement.
“Managed by second generation family members and
supported by a team of highly engaged and capable
cleaning experts,” Mr Johal says, “Alpine has excelled by
offering high quality, responsive service delivery with a
client-centric focus.”

Alpine’s chosen janitorial management strategy is best
summed up by its four strategic choices: strengthening the
organization (people, processes and systems), focusing on
culture, servicing clients, and a detailed plan for growth.
For 40 years Alpine has been at the forefront of various
innovative industry approaches and concepts, achieving
success in such areas as technology, reporting methodology,
safety, and back to basics cleaning, whilst also recognizing
the need to advance the organization to meet the continually
changing and evolving needs of the industry and its clients.
Alpine is fortunate to have key clients within its portfolio
who have maintained a close business relationship, extending
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Alpine Building Maintenance

Alpine’s senior leadership team includes experts from across
the service industry that help guide and navigate the
company’s evolution to achieve its strategic choices. They
bring a wealth of experience and knowledge related to
outsourcing service delivery that will enable Alpine to
further develop its business, resulting in continually improving
service and increased benefits – both operational and financial
– for its clients.
The company’s growth strategy combines organic wins with
capital investment toward the acquisition of janitorial providers
based on geography, services, and strong relationships. A
strong balance sheet and excellent reputation will allow this
growth to continue from organic portfolio increases and
acquisitions fueled by sector and geographic spread.

INDUSTRY ISSUES
over 20 years. By investing in strategic choices, the company
is well-positioned to continue to build positive long-term
relationships with its existing client base, while also growing
the business, with new clients and contracts across Canada.
The key focus of delivering clean buildings and safe
workplace environments remains the cornerstone of
Alpine’s forward momentum. Aligned with its strategy, the
company has continuously invested in leading edge software,
hardware, and communication upgrades, as well as increasing
focus on staff training, specifically for compliance, safety,
and security.

Global Supply Chain challenges are impacting the cleaning
industry as a whole, including availability of critical equipment,
supplies, and consumables. There are also increased costs
due to general inflation, as well as supply and demand.
Alpine leverages its experience and relationships with a
trusted supplier community to get priority service in order
to best support clients and mitigate any potential business
disruptions. Through partnerships with suppliers, it is able to
find solutions for equipment and supplies needs where timing
is critical and accelerated.
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Alpine Building Maintenance

As with many other industries, the janitorial industry is facing
challenges with finding and retaining a steady workforce,
with heavy competition for both skilled and unskilled labor
across the country creating a shortage of available and willing
candidates for jobs.
Alpine’s greatest strength is the experience and ability of its
workforce, which has resulted in excellent long-term client
partnerships. In order to support staff, it seeks to provide a
professional, safe, respectful, and enjoyable work environment
that fosters job enthusiasm, positive relationships, and
effective teamwork within all roles and responsibilities.
Alpine works to provide clear communication of direction
and goals, and to motivate its team to achieve these goals,
seeking to inspire company loyalty by treating employees
with respect, recognition, fairness, and understanding.
Most recently, Alpine has been working with one of its clients
to implement a ‘living wage’ – the hourly amount a family
needs to cover basic expenses such as food, clothing, rental
housing, childcare, transportation, and small savings to cover
illness or emergency.
Alpine believes in leveraging innovation to find new sources
of value for clients. While preferring to take a strategic and
proactive approach to innovation, the COVID-19 pandemic
and its impact on the workplaces it services has caused an
imminent threat to the commercial janitorial marketplace, as
it has in many other industries.
The Canadian Business Quarterly - www.TheCBQ.ca
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Alpine Building Maintenance

The increase in instances of working from home is reducing
office tenancy, and publicly accessible workplaces such as
retail and grocery stores have seen their cleaning and
sanitation demands increase dramatically. This puts a lot of
pressure on janitorial teams and increases the need for
comprehensive and detail-oriented quality control processes.
Alpine is actively engaged in investigating various innovations,
with a critical focus on automation (such as robotic scrubbers
and vacuums) and employee efficiency (smart washrooms,
cleaner beacons, other IoT opportunities) to ensure its cleaners
are as efficient and effective as possible.
By introducing automation to simple tasks and reducing
administrative burdens related to service validation activities,
Alpine can provide efficiencies to its clients and give cleaning
teams more time to ensure the most complex tasks are done
right.
Similarly, Environmental Social Governance (ESG) mandates
are more important than ever in the modern business, with
clients keenly focused on documenting and tracking their
ESG initiatives and impacts.
Alpine takes great pride in its ability and commitment to
support clients and their ESG objectives, focusing on
providing a safe and inclusive environment for all employees,
clients, and strategic vendor partners.
The company has implemented a strong governance platform
to ensure consistency in process, management and systems,
The Canadian Business Quarterly - www.TheCBQ.ca
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Alpine Building Maintenance

such as CIMS GB Certification, and a Global Biorisk Advisory
CouncilTM (GBAC) STAR™ Service Accreditation, to ensure
teams can deliver efficient and effective services to all clients.
The company is also committed to protecting the environment
and has put Green Cleaning at the core of its value proposition,
having a CIMS GB certification and experience with WELL,
BOMA Best, and LEED certification processes and certified
buildings.
Procurement strategies focus on partnerships with companies
that drive the ‘green’ message throughout their product
lifecycle, targeting the product, packaging, transportation
and disposal impacts on the environment. Alpine’s service
delivery strives to continually reduce the use of all chemicals,
eliminate toxicity, and improve indoor air quality.
“We are very proud of all of our accomplishments over the
past 40 years while growing to become one of the largest
janitorial services companies in Canada,” Mr Johal concludes. “As
we continue on our journey of growth on a national scale,
we remain committed to positive long-term relationships at
a local level with our new and existing customers through
the delivery of superior services and amazing results.”
With a vision to improve the quality of its clients’
buildings by employing great people, offering superior
service, and achieving amazing results, the future looks
bright for Alpine. Find out more about Alpine Building
Maintenance by visiting www.alpineservices.ca
22
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Strengthening your organization through sustainability & ESG

I

t’s no secret that organizations are increasingly feeling the
pressure to respond to social and environmental imperatives.
More and more, stakeholders—members, shareholders and
partners, as well as government—want to see how organizations
are stewarding their success while acting responsibly.
The association sector, by its very nature, intersects with virtually
every profession and industry across Canada, so opportunities
abound to show leadership while fostering professional and
organizational resilience and relevance. The Canadian Society
of Association Executives (CSAE) is a national, member-based
organization that fosters excellence in the association sector
in Canada. As part of its commitment to a sustainable and just
future, CSAE has begun intentional work along the sustainability
pathway.
But where to begin? Providing a framework, the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are helping organizations
to advance and evaluate their activities—and mobilize change
in the interest of a more sustainable, equitable world. The SDGs
articulate 17 global goals universally adopted by the United
Nations in 2015:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
24

No poverty
Zero hunger
Good health and well-being
Quality education
Gender equality
Clean water and sanitation
Affordable and clean energy
Decent work and economic growth

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Industry, innovation and infrastructure
Reduced inequalities
Sustainable cities and communities
Responsible consumption and production
Climate action
Life below water
Life on land
Peace, justice and strong institutions
Partnership for the goals

While not all goals are directly relevant to the practices of
CSAE, several were already on the organization’s radar as
important. Indeed, some actions were already being taken with
respect to sustainability considerations—when, for example,
holding large conferences that generate waste.
With a vision to empower associations to transform the
world and a mission to deliver the knowledge, resources and
environment to advance association excellence, CSAE not
only recognizes the social good inherent in its very reason
for being, but it also sees the leadership opportunities in
evolving its sustainability practices. By advancing on identified
goals, CSAE can, in turn, support its members in their own
efforts.
By no means is CSAE the first Canadian association to make
strides in SDGs—or what are also referred to as ESG (Environment,
Sustainability, Governance) goals. Some organizations are
blazing the trail, and learning from them is key.
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In October 2019, CSAE hosted a roundtable on sustainability
and social responsibility programming at its annual conference
to discuss the exploding trend of environmental activism.
Interestingly, this session coincided with the global climate
strikes that were taking place and giving rise to increased
conversation about the future of the planet. The panel discussed
how associations can take action to put sustainability on
their own agendas. Moderated by Coro Strandberg, an expert
on sustainability leadership and transformational business
practices, speakers included Paul Lansbergen, President of the
Fisheries Council of Canada, Katherine McColgan, Executive
Director of the Canadian Federation of Library Associations
and Beth McMahon, Chief Executive Officer of the Canadian
Institute of Planners. Their associations’ unique stories and
experiences demonstrated the importance and viability of
social responsibility as it pertains to climate, as well as to the
broader array of SDGs/ESGs. CSAE was fortunate to provide
this platform for exploration, to help foster conversation and
action amongst members who were attending from a wide
range of associations across many different industries.
This was one of CSAE’s first program offerings focused on
SDGs/ESGs; it was just the beginning. The organization has
continued putting social good on the collective agenda. Most
recently, a special sustainability session was held at the CSAE
Summer Summit in July 2022, featuring two associations
that are integrating the SDGs into their operational practices
and missions. Dr. Josipa Petrunic, Executive Director and
CEO of the Canadian Urban Transit Research and Innovation
Consortium and Rebecca Mackenzie, President and CEO of
the Culinary Tourism Alliance discussed their efforts to reduce
their environmental footprint while fostering inclusivity and
diversity.

In 2021, CSAE joined 58 other associations, including industry,
business, and professional associations, in the first national
benchmark survey of the sustainability practices; this useful
tool helped CSAE gain insights into its current state on the
social responsibility path. As a small and nimble organization,
CSAE has been able to quickly implement wellness initiatives
to support team health and well-being (SDG #3), during the
transition to remote work—which was prompted by the
pandemic but galvanized by operational considerations which
supported a permanent shift. This shift has clear benefits
from a sustainability perspective, minimizing resource
consumption from commuting to maintaining a bricks-andmortar office.
Another area of focused work at CSAE is on equity, diversity
and inclusion (EDI), which directly ties into two of the SDGs
and has ripple effects into other goals as well. In addition to
just being the right thing to do, research shows that being
diverse, equitable and inclusive yields a myriad of benefits
for organizations—from greater innovation and creativity, to
better decision-making and a healthier bottom line. CSAE’s
strategic plan for 2022–2025 identified diversity, equity and
inclusion (DEI) as a priority and part of its commitment to
continuous improvement. Like any organizational priority, EDI
requires a thoughtful, informed strategy, with objectives and
measurements, as well as flexibility, as it moves through the
plan. In partnership with Shafana Mitha of aKollage Consulting,
CSAE is undertaking a three-phase process. The first phase
involves a current state assessment through stakeholder
conversations and a comprehensive review of CSAE’s policies
and processes. This phase will help CSAE identify strengths,
gaps and barriers to EDI as well as opportunities to help the
organization continue to strengthen going forward. Phase two,
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informed by the findings of phase one, will articulate CSAE’s
vision, values and high-level goals for EDI. From there, an
action plan with deliverables and measures will be developed. This plan will guide CSAE’s work for the next three
years. As a separate area of focus and discussion, CSAE is
also considering how to best address Truth and Reconciliation as part of its social justice efforts.
By doing this important work, sharing learnings with the
association community and providing forums for robust
knowledge-sharing and championing the work of its member
organizations, CSAE is playing its part in building a national
conversation while taking practical steps on the ESG/EDG path.
CSAE’s President and CEO, Tracy Folkes Hanson explains:
“As a hub for the sector, it is important that CSAE takes action
while providing opportunities to associations across Canada
to gain and share knowledge. Collectively discussing challenges
and ways to advance this work is incredibly powerful, and
the more we talk about what we’re doing, the more we make
progress. It’s the adage from Maya Angelou: ‘When you know
better, you do better.’ This isn’t just altruism, although many
associations do have social good or justice intrinsically part
of their mission. Ethical and sustainable practices mitigate risk,
foster innovation and leverage opportunities. And that is good
for the bottom line.”
Penny Tantakis is Director, Marketing and Communications
for the Canadian Society of Association Executives (CSAE),
www.csae.com
26
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O

ne of the top ten Digital Asset Management
(DAM) vendors in the world, global ICT
company Wedia helps to efficiently manage,
customize, and deliver marketing for business success
to over 250 brands worldwide.
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Wedia Group

A seasoned executive with 15 years in computer software,
Vice President of Sales and Operations for North America
at Wedia, Sebastien Bardoz helps brands and retailers
tackle their marketing operations and digital transformation
challenges, including Marketing Resource Management, Digital
Asset Management, Digital eXperiences, and Distributed or
Channel Marketing platforms. Sebastien spoke with us recently
to discuss the foundations of Wedia Group, and the specific
services a Digital Asset Management vendor offers clients.

DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
“Wedia started back in 2001,” Sebastien explains, “but we
really started selling martech solutions to global enterprises
since 2010. We started operations here in Canada in 2020
after the signing of our first client, Hydro-Québec, and after
a few years in the North American market. We have about
150 people in multiple countries. Our technology has been
recognized by research firms like Gartner and Forrester at
multiple occasions since 2016.”
A truly global company, Wedia has offices in the heart of
New York City, Paris, and Frankfurt, as well as the recently
opened office in Toronto, a few blocks from the CN Tower.
The firm works with over 250 enterprise clients, each servicing
their own global portfolios.
Wedia solves a multitude of issues for its clients, but tends
to the see the following four pain points among its clients:
28
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Wedia is the #1 Enterprise Digital Asset Management for Video, Distributed Marketing and
Digital Customer Experience for global omnichannel marketing teams.
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You bring your media, we drive the experience

Wedia Group

managing the volume and variety of assets, delivering better
customer experiences, localizing content while maintaining
brand consistency, and making sure all content is in line with
particular regulations.
“We have clients such as a home improvement retailer that
has more than 5m assets of all the products that they are
selling, from lawnmowers to screwdrivers, and they have to
manage all of these assets, like images, videos, how-tos and
documents in one place, and make sure that its accessible
to everybody.”
Another challenge our clients face, like one of our clients
in the sporting goods, is that with such a proliferation of
e-commerce sites today, they need to make sure they deliver
powerful customer experiences and contextually personalized
content automatically across all touchpoints. Clients have to
showcase their products in all possible outlets, making sure
that they are of the best quality to encourage sales. Wedia
males this possible by helping them deliver billions of assets
every month.
“The third objective is particularly important for global
companies, such as our client, an iconic motorcycle brand
– they have to make sure that they localize their content to
all local needs. It’s translation, but also the specifics of all the
markets, like regulation and cultural differences. They want to
30

give the capability to their sales and local teams to customize
marketing content in a single place in a simple manner while
maintaining brand consistency.”
The last pain point – making sure all regulations are complied
with – is most important for highly-regulated industries such
as life sciences, banks, financial services and insurance
companies, which must adhere to extremely stringent
regulations.
“When we started back in 2010 in the Digital Asset Management
market, the solution was meant initially only to simply manage
a few documents or images and store them in a single place,
but over time people and marketers had additional needs.”
These additional needs include creating and delivering
personalized content experiences, integrating with the
company ecosystem, mastering omnichannel strategies, and
measuring the effectiveness of content. Over the years these
capabilities have been built into the DAM system.
In April of 2022, Wedia announced the acquisition of Tripnity,
creator of Iconosquare, a powerful social media analytics
tool that allows Wedia to offer a seamless solution to manage all marketing content and visuals, and dynamically distribute them on all social channels.
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“Today, the performance and efficiency of content is key for all
marketers. They want to make sure that whatever they are
producing is generating value and sales. As such, the acquisition
of Iconosquare helps our client to better understand how
the asset is performing on the various social networks.”
The longer term goals for the company will begin with
strengthening its presence in the Canadian market, growing
that arm of the business faster and bringing in an influx of
new clients.
“In terms of technology, we are looking at increasing and
going deeper into all analytics capabilities in order to make
sure that we provide a full dashboard with regards to the
assets of our clients. We are also engaged in improving the
way artificial intelligence is used to help our clients gain in
efficiency.”
Wedia helps large organizations efficiently manage,
customize and deliver their marketing assets for more
relevance, impact and overall business success. By
combining artificial intelligence, computer vision,
cognitive networks, and video management, Wedia goes
above and beyond to provide the best user experience.
Find out more about Wedia Group by visiting www.
wedia-group.com
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WESTON
WOOD

SOLUTIONS
ONE OF CANADA’S FASTEST
GROWING COMPANIES

A

n innovative supplier of
lumber and engineered
wood products to window
and door manufacturers in the
Americas, Europe and Asia,
Toronto-based Weston Wood
Solutions has been recognized
as one of C anada’s f astest
growing companies.
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CEO Alan Lechem has guided Weston Wood Solutions
through more than a decade of year-on-year growth and
diversification into new products and new markets, with both
new and existing manufacturing partners throughout the
global supply chain. Weston has been recognized as one of
Canada’s fastest growing companies for six consecutive years
on the Growth 500 list, and is a Gold standard repeat winner
of Canada’s 50 Best Managed Companies. With over 30
years’ of millwork, lumber, and panel experience, combined
with a Bachelor of Applied Science in Engineering and Master
of Business Administration, Mr Lechem enjoys developing
and guiding Weston’s team of incredible talent to discover
and foster new business opportunities. Mr Lechem spoke
with us recently about the company’s global capabilities, the
continued investment that has helped it grow, and its
commitment to offering the best value in an end-to-end
supply chain solution.

GLOBAL CAPABILITIES
“Weston Wood Solutions is a supplier of specialty building
products,” Mr Lechem explains, “and we’re known as an
innovative manufacturer and distributor of millwork, which
means that we don’t work at all with construction lumber or
plywood, in fact all of our materials go into trimming, finishing,
and into components to make residential windows and
doors.”
In 2021, the company made over $200m in revenue, a figure
that will be surpassed in August 2022. With around 75 staff

in Canada, a dozen more working in Chile, and around 25
spread across Southeast Asia, the company has a diversified
footprint.
“One of our strengths is sourcing from around the world. To
that end, we maintain offices and staff in Canada, Chile, and
China. We also manufacture our own MDF moldings in
Sault Ste. Marie, which is in Northern Ontario, and in
2020 we established a factory in Thailand, where we make
components for some of the large door manufacturers.”
The company has two primary business divisions, one
focused exclusively on servicing Original Equipment
Manufacturing (OEM) clients, and the other supplying millwork
distributors.
“With OEM customers, we supply them with items like window
extensions. Weston is one of the largest suppliers of door
components for interior and exterior doors. You never see
many of our products, because they’re actually covered by
fiberglass or vinyl, but they’re there inside the windows or
the doors.”
Another big category for the company is door jambs, the
frame for both interior and exterior door pre-hangers. This
does not just include finger joint wood or solid wood
products, but also a full range PVC composites. The company
also services stair manufacturers, supplying parts such as
stringers, treads, and risers.
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“In the other business division, we supply trim to millwork
distributors, which comprises moldings like baseboard, casing
and trim board, but we also supply specialty moldings like
closet rods and a lot of wall paneling, such as v-joint, shiplap,
nickel gap. These products are sold through specialty building
product suppliers in Canada, and through what’s known as
a two-step distributor in the U.S.”
Weston has done a lot in terms of offering global sourcing
solutions, not just not talking about it but executing it to a
high standard. Over the last two years, this skill has been a
fabulous asset to the company.
“Despite the supply chain shenanigans that everyone is all
too familiar with, we never let any of our OEM customers
down. Weston is also partnered with joint ventures in China,
Thailand, and Indonesia that strengthen those very important
supply chain relationships.”

approach, just deepens those relationships with both suppliers
and customers.”
Another strength of the company is in the employment of
its own quality control team, a team of people who are
embedded in the various factories that Weston source from
all around the world. Weston clearly sees huge benefit in
having a diversity of customers in different geographies and
industries.
“In addition to sourcing, we sell globally. A major market for
us is the U.S., and Canada of course. We do quite a lot of
business in Europe and Australia, and into the Caribbean. A
huge benefit of operating in multiple countries is that it
exposes Weston to a wide range of products and technologies
that you don’t see if you’re just sitting behind a desk in
Toronto.”

CONTINUED INVESTMENT

In addition, partnerships with manufacturers in Canada
and the U.S. that provide domestic import ability gives the
company tremendous capabilities in delivering custom
items and shorter lead times.

Over the last couple of years, Weston has experienced a
significant boost in terms of investment, helping drive it
further towards its long term goals. The number one area of
investment has come in its people.

“Being in Toronto, we’ve got this tremendously multi-cultural
stuff. We probably cover two dozen languages in our offices
here in Toronto, and that contributes to a deep understanding
of local cultures, and our belief in a partnership, win-win

“Not just in headcount, but our desire to make Weston a
great place to work. Things that we’ve done have been an
improved benefits plan, better bonuses, expansion of some
recreational facilities at HQ. We’ve got a tremendous HR
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team that’s engaged with training, coaching and especially
personal development, and of course making sure we have
some fun throughout the workplace.”

the crew there, we’re actually doubling the capacity of that
plant.”

Weston has also made strong capital investments, and has
embraced vertical integration into its manufacturing by
building a factory from scratch in Thailand, which is positioned
by a reliable and well-priced source of lumber fiber and the
right labor.

During the recent COVID-19 pandemic, Weston was able to
thrive by leveraging its value proposition of global sourcing.
In addition to supply chain issues, the fact that the company
has very strong communication with its customers means
they don’t need to guess about what’s happening, but can
be kept up to date with proceedings.

“Along those lines, several years ago we purchased a small
MDF molding manufacturer in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. I’m
delighted to say that because of the great performance of

“The other thing is, we were very aggressive in looking after
the health and wellbeing of our Weston team,” Mr Lechem
adds, “both here, in Sault Ste. Marie, and in Asia, where we
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sponsored giving vaccines to all of the workers in several
factories.”
Being in the building products industry, it is important for
Weston to keep on top of its Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) responsibilities, and it is always looking
at ways to expand its environmental credentials beyond the
current certification, which it has had for many years from
several sustainable forestry organizations.
“We feel that the millwork industry has completely undersold
itself on the benefits of using products made from wood.

One of the things we’re doing right now is compiling data to
demonstrate the huge benefit of wood-based millwork
products, because they’re tremendous carbon sinks.”
A carbon sink is something that accumulates and stores a
carbon-containing chemical compound for an indefinite
period, removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
When a tree absorbs carbon, it doesn’t release that carbon
back into the atmosphere unless it is burnt. Making millwork
products from wood effectively preserves carbon within a
house, which is a huge benefit to the environment.
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To further the cause of its sustainable product, the company
is linking up with a tree replanting program. It also works
hard to give back to the community, with one such project
seeing it involved with a charitable organization called Shelter
Movers, which provides moving and storage services at no
cost to adults and children fleeing abuse.
“The technical expertise of our staff allows us to supply
these OEMs, who require truly complicated, precise products,
with very demanding lead times and fulfillment criteria.
We provide a great service for clients by having Weston’s
own staff manage the process, from the source to the
destination.”
This source-to-destination process management includes
engineering, quality control, and logistics, which is handled
by Weston staff in both the country of origin and from the
Head Office in Toronto. Overall, Weston sees itself not as
a Millwork company, but as offering the best value in an
end-to-end supply chain solution.
“Another value proposition is we keep inventory in more
than 10 locations across North America, and that’s to provide
quick shipment to our clients, and we also invest in propriety
stock items for program customers. These are very specialized
components, and we will maintain the inventory in our
warehouses on behalf of our customers.”
38
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UNMATCHED EXPERTISE
IN THE WOOD COMPONENTS
AND MOLDINGS INDUSTRY
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The building products business has been particularly robust
in the last couple of years, with many people investing money
saved on vacationing into home renovations or property
purchases.

and prices went very high, both in terms of the materials
and especially the freight cost of getting them here. There
were many shipments from Asia where we paid more in
freight than the value of the goods inside the container.”

“Our company has benefitted from that surge in demand,
and there was an imbalance. The demand exceeded the supply

That imbalance has now reversed, and although many of
Weston’s customers have decent backlog, there are signs
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that haven’t been seen in several years. The logistic and supply
chain issues of the last couple of years are starting to wind
down. Service levels from the steamship lines and container
handlers are still poor, but improved.
“Within our industry we see a continuation of existing trade
disputes, especially between the USA and China, such as
section 301. We also have an environment of anti-dumping
and countervailing duty on millwork that we would import
from China to the U.S.”
During this time Weston has grown considerably, and is well
positioned to keep doing so. It has a creative and resilient
staff base, focused on solving problems rather than just
talking about them. The company finds ways to transport
products when others say it can’t be done.
“We like those challenges,” Mr Lechem says. “Our OEM
customers will endorse that and say that Weston is the only
company that didn’t let them down, despite Covid and
shipping issues. We’re always looking for new ways to grow
and better ways to perform.”
With a fantastic, innovative team and a number of
important professional partnerships, Weston has shown
its ability to continue growing and performing despite
adversity. Find out more about Weston Wood Solutions by
visiting www.westonwoodsolutions.com
The Canadian Business Quarterly - www.TheCBQ.ca
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CONCERNING SIGNS FOR

CANADA’S
CONSTRUCTION
SECTOR IN 2023
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Concerning signs for Canada’s construction sector in 2023

C

oming into 2022, construction contractors had never
been more optimistic about the state of the industry.

Independent Contractors and Businesses Association ICBA’s
annual Wage and Benefits Survey of hundreds of companies,
found that 96 per cent of contractors expected 2022 to be
as busy or busier than 2021 – a record number. Coming out
of the struggles of the COVID-19 pandemic, every contractor
in every region of the province was bullish on the British
Columbia economy.
We are putting together our questions for the 2023 version
of the survey. But already, we see concerning signs – both
anecdotal and statistical – that the optimism of builders is
starting to melt away. And, as inflation skyrockets and interest
rates rise, owners and developers are being more cautious
about making investment decisions and for some trades, order
books are starting to shorten slightly.
Three major shortages have really defined construction in
2022: shortage of people, shortage of supplies, and the
seeming shortage of leadership from any level of government
in Canada to tackle these issues head-on and in a meaningful
way. The central question throughout this year has been, to
what extent will any or all these factors impact the construction
sector and play into the one issue that overhangs not only
construction, but also the economy as a whole – affordability.
It’s clear now that we have our answer – the shortage of
people is acute, costs for materials, while moderating,
remain very high, and the government continues to layer on

regulations and red tape. The result: construction costs are
rising, and affordability remains out-of-reach for first-time
home buyers and those looking to up-size to accommodate
larger families.
Even before the summer construction season, three-quarters
of contractors reported to us that there simply were not
enough workers to fill the jobs they had available – an acute
challenge that is impacting every part of the construction
value chain.
Every single one of ICBA’s glazing, masonry, roofing and
sprinkler fitting companies reports a shortage in labour. So
do 95% of our plumbing companies, 91% of our carpentry
contractors, 90% of our pipefitter companies, and 89% of
our refrigeration and HVAC firms.
The shortage of people is a long-term challenge – driven by
an aging population and not enough people entering the
workforce. It’s not just construction feeling this pinch, but
virtually every sector of the economy.
There is no short-term solution, but two things can help:
increasing immigration and using technology to improve
productivity.
Government should make smarter investments in the trades.
Wait lists for training schools are chronic – it should not take
nearly a decade to get a red seal designation in the construction
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trades. And it makes no sense that for many trades there is
only one school in the entire province. Instead of trying to jam
more apprentices into these already full spots, governments
should be investing in more trades and technical colleges;
curriculum should be modernized, and more online delivery
should be incorporated into trades programs.
Compounding the labour shortage is the ongoing supply
shortage, brought on by the pandemic, a loss of purchasing
power, overseas manufacturing slowdowns, shipping strains,
and increasingly more extreme weather events. Coming into
2022, 76% of ICBA companies said they were taking longer
to source construction materials for projects.
The overhang of a changing geo-political landscape is
driving significant changes on where supplies are sourced
– the supply chain is coming closer to home and the security
of supply chains is being considered in ways not seen in
generations.
While some shortages have been resolved – lumber prices,
for example, was a huge story early in the pandemic but have
since come back to earth – others have taken their place.
Paint, steel, dump trucks, machinery, glass, electrical fixtures,
and other items have all been challenging and expensive to
source. Add to that the growing cost of fuel – needed to
move every item to a worksite – and the budgetary pressure
on contractors keeps growing.
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Red tape and regulations continue to delay projects and
cripple Canada’s competitiveness. Far too often, it’s just too
difficult to get things done in Canada. We are a country of
enormous potential and opportunity, but we trip over ourselves
with red tape and a regulatory framework that is often
punishing for those seeking to invest, expand, and build
things.
It’s embarrassing that Canada ranks 64th globally for how long
it takes to process a construction permit – this according to
the World Bank. This causes businesses and investors to
take their ideas, their people, and their capital elsewhere.
When it comes to infrastructure, government is astonishingly
short-sighted. We simply take too long to approve and build
critical pieces of infrastructure. It should never take as long to
approve a permit as it does to build the actual project – and
yet that is a regular occurrence in British Columbia.
It’s no wonder the construction industry is approaching
2023 with caution as headwinds and storm clouds gather
on the horizon. Just one of these three shortages – people,
supply chains and a chronic lack of leadership – would be
concerning enough, but this perfect storm is presenting
challenges that require fresh thinking and new ideas from
both the public and the private sector.
Chris Gardner is President of the Independent Contractors
and Businesses Association (ICBA), www.icba.ca
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CASE DESIGN
REMODELING

HALIFAX
FLAWLESS DESIGN AND EXECUTION

W

ith two decades of experience, Case
Design/Remodeling is a design-build
renovation, remodeling, project and
construction management team serving the
Halifax, Bedford, Dartmouth and surrounding
areas of Nova Scotia.
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Maurice Meagher is the owner of two multi-award-winning
companies, Case Design/Remodeling Halifax and Archadeck
of Nova Scotia, which are committed to transforming the
way homes function both indoors and outdoors with their
design and build expertise. In addition to building dream
outdoor and indoor experiences for homeowners, Mr
Meagher is passionate about sports and coaches hockey
in his spare time. He graduated from St. Francis Xavier
University in 1998 and was recently announced as the
Renovator of the Year 2022 by the Canadian Home Builders
Association in Nova Scotia for his work in the industry and
contributions to the community. Mr Meagher spoke with us
recently about the two businesses he owns, some of the
current trends that are leading the industr y, and the
commitment to effective communication that keeps Case
Design/Remodeling at the forefront of Halifax’s design-build
space.

20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
“With Case Design/Remodeling we focus primarily on
residential projects,” Mr Meagher says. “The highest
percentage of our work would be design-build, so most of
our projects are kitchens, bathrooms, additions, whole
house, remodel, and renovation.”
With nearly 70 employees on board, the company has been
offering remodeling services in the Halifax metro area for
almost 20 years, with the city growing and providing lots of
great projects to work on.
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“There are two separate companies, and we do have a little
bit of a crossover, where some employees will contribute to
both. We have the Case business and then we have Archadeck
of Nova Scotia, which focuses on anything under the umbrella
of outdoor living.”
Currently, Archadeck is focused on a lot of wooden decks,
with lots of projects using pressure treated wood and western
red cedar, as well as railings made from wood, glass, metal
and composite PVC.
“We do a lot of patios, retaining walls, exterior lighting, outdoor
kitchens, shade structures, which would be roof structures,
awnings, pergolas, things like that. Every year we do a lot of
roof structures, whether they be screen porch, three season
room, or rooms that are insulated, heated, for people trying
to maximize the amount of light that comes in.”
The company’s processes and experience are a key
differentiator in the design-build space, with a franchise
model that allows it to leverage knowledge throughout the
system, and a turnkey solution.
“With design-build that means gathering requirements,
understanding what people are hoping to do functionally,
aesthetically, their timeline, their budget, their priorities, and
we can put together multiple solutions for them and propose
those by showing a photo real, 3D color rendering that allows
them to see exactly what they’re going to get.”
Once a path has been decided by the customer, the
company’s designers come in to help work through all
The Canadian Business Quarterly - www.TheCBQ.ca
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their material selections, as well as coordination, drawings,
building plans, permitting, and project management. The company also handles supply and install, as well as offering a full,
industry-leading warranty and a roster of experienced employee tradespeople and trade partners throughout the city.
“We’re also really embracing technology. We’re using mobile
and cloud-based technology so that information moves
through our company, with trade partners and customers, so
information can be readily available. Communication is getting
very important, and people are used to getting information on their devices and smartphones, and expectations
are high. We’re trying to meet those communication demands
to get information out as quickly as we can.”
The company has been involved in many well-known projects
around the city of Halifax, with several of them very visible
throughout the city. It is also active on social media, posting
pictures and details of completed projects for potential
customers to see.
“There seems to be lots of demand for remodeling and
renovation and even new home construction in our area,”
Mr Meagher says. “There have been some unique things
happening over the last number of years. During the pandemic
there were some challenges getting material, especially when
we were shipping things from outside of the area.”
There has been a similar demand on skilled tradespeople,
which has been apparent for some years. Case is committed
to recruiting heavily and consistently to make sure it has the
best people on the team, from architects to designers, project
managers, and tradespeople.
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“People really seem to be committing to the home. Outdoor
living space and kitchens, bathrooms, and good functional
spaces are always important to people. People seem to be
taking pride and investing in their homes. So the industry is
busy. There have been some challenges, but lots of great
opportunities also.”
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With a positive outlook for its work in the local area, and
a continued focus on improving client experience with
good quality, timely projects, and good communication,
Case is certain to build impressively on its 20 years of
service. Find out more about Case Design/Remodeling
Halifax by visiting www.casehalifax.com
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CDW
CANADA
HELPING ORGANIZATIONS
NAVIGATE A COMPLEX
IT MARKET

E

stablished in 2003, CDW Canada is a
leading provider of technology solutions
for business, government, education, and
healthcare, combining local knowledge with
true expertise in international logistics to
deliver consistent, service-driven solutions.
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Head of Cybersecurity and Solutions Development, Theo van
Wyk is an expert in Canadian security practices, with over 20
years of experience in the cybersecurity sector. Mr. van Wyk
strategically guides customers to develop a balanced security
approach, ensuring the recommended security solutions
enable their governance, risk and compliance program while
supporting the needs of IT operations. He is also responsible
for leading the team that oversees the technical go-to-market
strategy and solution alignment between various expertise
domains. Mr. van Wyk spokes with us recently about changes
in cyber threats over the last few years, the assessments
that can be done with the help of professionals to identify
weaknesses, and how the company’s prepare, defend and
respond framework helps organizations navigate the
cybersecurity risk landscape.

SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS
“CDW Canada is a national organization,” Mr. van Wyk explains.
“We’re a solutions provider, and we’ve come a long way from
being solely a product resale organization.”
Since evolving into a services and solutions provider, CDW
Canada has taken home a number of industry awards, such
as Canada’s Top Solutions Provider and others, which is a
testament to how well the company has navigated the shift.
The need for this shift has come about because of the changing
state of cyber threats, exacerbated by some of the unique
changes in business the world has been forced to content
with over the last few years.
52

“When it comes to cyber threats, while a lot has changed,
a lot has also stayed the same. One of the top threats continues
to be against our people. When we look at attackers today,
they think of their work as being part of a business. Bad
actors are looking to make money, so they’re also looking for
efficiency on their side.”
With the pandemic creating a move towards a hybrid
workforce, teams are now far more widely distributed, making
a targeted attack on people more commonplace and often
more successful.
“Trends we’ve seen accelerate include things such as
ransomware and financial fraud-ware, where attackers will trick
users into transferring money, or whaling, which is another
term for where corporate executives specifically are targeted
for attacks. We’ve really seen that increase.”
Interestingly, as the workforce becomes more hybrid and
distributed, workplaces have begun to adapt their services
accordingly, such as making more available online or moving
things into the cloud.
“It’s fantastic for users. We’re evolving how our businesses
are operating and how we bring our services to market, but
the challenge in return is that our attack surface is changing.
Data is more accessible from anywhere in the world, and
unfortunately, so are bad actors, who we’ve seen go after
people’s credentials.”
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Mr. van Wyk explains how another cybersecurity firm told
him recently that 90% of attacks they are seeing are simply
login attacks, where people have found a way to get login
credentials and used them to enter a site.

It is common to see an opposing difference in sophistication
and frequency, with attacks increasing in sophistication
usually forcing the attack vector to slow down. However the
current risk landscape appears to be bucking that trend.

“It’s not the traditional old way that Hollywood likes to
romanticize about fancy attacking techniques – it really is the
human element that attackers are looking at. I would say that
is one of the top threats but also one of the top opportunities
for Canadian organizations.”

“As processes are becoming more automated and open in
availability, the sophistication piece is becoming key to how
social engineering is designed and executed. What we’ve
noticed, for instance, is the ability for attackers to compromise
a trusted vendors’ email accounts. They will use it to send emails
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and actually monitor its activity for a while to find out relevant
information. Then they’ll craft their attack in a manner that
when the email is sent, it looks like it’s coming from the person
you trust, but it’s not authentic.”
The most concerning finding, however, is that in addition to
the sophistication and frequency of these attacks rising in
recent months, there has also been a significant rise in the
success of the attacks – more of them now lead to breaches
in security defenses.
“Attackers are really taking their time, they’re carefully crafting
their attacks and this is where severity comes in. Because
we’re building teams to move faster, be distributed and have
more access than ever, when something like ransomware
penetrates a network, it can be devastating because it can
spread very effectively.”
Another factor is third party landscapes, where third parties
or supplies are compromised for the express reason of getting
inside a larger, more secure organization. This has resulted in
a lot more diligence being needed when dealing with third
parties.
“This is why the conversation among organization is shifting
to consider – what should I be asking of my third party
providers? What should I be asking from people that I’m doing
business with to make sure that their security is not putting
me at risk?”

CYBERSECURITY RISK LANDSCAPE
Looking at the current risk landscape alone can make things
seem very bleak for organizations out there looking to protect
themselves from these kinds of attacks, but they should be
by no means at a loss for ways to counter.
“There are a number of security frameworks in the industry
that organizations can adopt and apply,” Mr. van Wyk explains.
“At CDW, we understand that security starts with employees;
it starts with us as humans. That’s an organization’s first and
last line of defense.”
Not only are people often the weak spot that attackers target,
but the outcomes can be different depending on how quickly
employees respond to and report an attack, which can help
shrink the time that attackers have to do something malicious.
“We need to simplify the process. One of the top things you
can do for defense against any attacker is to build a digital
citizen. Traditional security training used to focus on why
security is important for the organization, but our lives are
become more integrated with tech every day. Today, it’s
important to build security-aware users that can practice this
at home as well.”
For CDW, this has been distilled into a three-step process
known as prepare, defend, respond, which can be developed
into complex processes for large organizations, such as those
the company works with, or just as easily used at home.
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“In the prepare phase, think about how you’re using your data
and your services. What are you actually doing on this
device? As a user example – am I doing banking on this device?
If the answer is yes, you probably want to then take steps to
protect it. For a large organization, this can include something
like a threat risk assessment. Once we have that in place, the
defend piece comes naturally, and that’s how I protect myself.”
This involves making changes to your device to counter any
risks you have identified from your device usage. For a user
doing online banking, this could be as easy as turning on
passcode or face recognition so that others cannot access
your phone, or even adding multi-factor identification in case
this fails.
“Perhaps the most important part is respond. If things go wrong,
what do I do? If I suddenly see a suspicious transaction, or if
I accidentally click on a link from a corporate perspective, do
I know who to call and advise? In a larger organization, do I
have an incident response plan, something that I can accurately
execute on that can tell my teams how to contain the attack
and come back to a trusted state?”
In order for organizations to build this kind of security best
practice into their culture, in addition to creating digital citizens
of its employees, it must get the message of prepare, defend,
respond trickling down throughout the organization.
“One of the findings revealed in our latest Security Study is the
significant difference in security posture among organizations
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where security is prioritized by all levels of decision-makers
and is also being talked about at every level. It’s important for
an organization’s leaders in to speak security, show the
importance, and show that they’re practicing it, as well.”
Another important method is what Mr. van Wyk calls “making
security right-sized”, in the sense of designing security plans
that are relevant to the size of the organization that will be
utilizing it.
“What we’ve found is that users, and humans in general, tend
to buy into something when not just told what to do, but
when we can grasp the reason and see how our absence
contributed to it. When leaders are leading by example so
that users and employees are seeing best practices, training
and internal buy-in is made easier because employees
already feel comfortable following the same path.”
Even though there are a number of frameworks available
online to help organizations implement a response and
recovery plan, there really is no substitute for employing
cybersecurity specialists such as CDW to get the best possible
results, especially when it comes to making your security
‘right-sized’.
“This is where bringing in an expert who has done this before
can really help you ask smarter questions. The biggest concern
we see is if an organization goes out and implements a
standard framework or response plan. These can be very
complex and can become overwhelming very quickly. In many
cases, it is more complex than what the organization needs.”
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This is where CDW’s prepare, defend, respond framework really
comes into its own, allowing organizations to understand
exactly where their data is, how it is being accessed by users,
how services are being used, and where the vulnerabilities in
their network exist.

“It has to be ingrained to be the point where it is natural for
the employee or the user to know automatically what they
should be doing and feel it’s a safe space. They need to know
which number to call and which email or contact is the person
to reach out to.”

Once all this has been established then a response plan can
be created and customized to be applicable. The truth is that
if it’s overly complex it will be put away and never used again,
making it redundant.

As with all things, organizations can over train, so it’s important
to manage the frequency carefully. In its investigations, CDW
has determined that delivering quarterly training sessions
tends to be the sweet spot, where organizations get the best
results.

“It has to be actionable, that’s why it has to be right-sized and
relevant. It also needs to be continuously updated, because
organizations change as they go and so does technology.”
CDW’s research has shown that organizations which regularly
test response and recovery plans have been identified as
having mature security landscapes, highlighting how security
awareness has been embedded into the organization’s culture.
“One of the biggest mistakes I see organizations make is what
we call the blame and shame game,” Mr. van Wyks says.
“Building a healthy, safe space for security awareness training free of blame and shame is critical.”
CDW works a lot around gamification, where organizations
can make friendly competition out of security training, taking
any shame out of making mistakes and driving a desire to
report issues for the good of the organization.

“We spoke to some organizations that said they were training
monthly, and interestingly, the return on delivery was minimal
for monthly training versus quarterly. There is definitely a
saturation level where you can over train your user community.”
In terms of technology, the dominant method is for
organizations to take care of security in the cloud, which has
become a place where security operations and processes
can be leveraged, allowing organizations to scale and move
with their environment.
“It’s very difficult to secure your dynamic cloud environment
with a traditional security network tool. At the end of the
day, we really emphasize the identity piece. Use technologies
that match how your business operates, but definitely focus
on your user authentication. Protect your user, protect the
device they’re moving around with, and then think about
that attack and how to protect those services.”
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One of the tools CDW will soon be launching is a short,
anonymous questionnaire for organizations to take and receive
a score for key cybersecurity metrics, giving all organizations
an idea of where their security level is.

security professionals will be more than happy to engage.
We’re very passionate and are experts at what we do – let’s
make our organizations secure so that we can keep operating
and serve our customers.”

“We want to show Canadian organizations that we’re all facing
the same attacks and threats; we’re battling the same battles.
It’s important to see how your counterparts are doing and
maintain an open dialogue and ongoing discussion. We all
have to work together to secure these services, and if you
need help, that is where an organization like CDW with our

CDW is helping a variety of Canadian organizations
navigate a complex and ever-changing IT market, where
threats are coming thick and fast. To learn more about
today’s top security challenges and how CDW can help,
visit: www.cdw.ca/securitystudy
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T

ourism is an increasingly dynamic sector of the global
economy; pre-2019 tourism was a $1.4 trillion industry
generating over 9% of the world’s GDP, growing 4%
annually, and an even faster pace – 13% – in developing
countries. The rapid expansion of middle-class consumer
populations in Asia and Latin America was driving new market
demand throughout the world. Tourism was the fastest growing
economic sector in terms of job creation and has been pivotal
in diversifying economies around the world; enabling the
creation of wealth and jobs.
The impact of COVID-19 on the global tourism economy has
been seismic. Tourism is at the center of economic activity
supporting business travel, investment and leisure pursuits.
When people’s ability to travel is impacted, disposable income
is affected and the global economy shuts down tourism
infrastructure, with both product and people made vulnerable.
A strong tourism economy supports the cultural, social and
environmental health of communities and is a catalyst for
economic spread with the highest multiplier effect in the
economy. According to the World Travel and Tourism Council,
for every $1 invested another $3.2 is generated on main streets.
In 2019, tourism added $105 billion to Canada’s economy,
providing a larger economic contribution than the automotive
sector, as well as the agriculture and forestry sectors combined.
The visitor economy accounted for 2.9% of Canada’s GDP
last year pre-COVID and as Canada’s largest service export,
it also contributed $22.1 billion in export revenue. In February
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2019, tourism employed 2.1 million workers in a variety of job
types – from entry-level to executive and entrepreneurial.
These were the largest reported numbers to-date, published
just before the pandemic. Tourism in Canada lost 880,000
jobs within the first 10 weeks and is still down significantly
- approximately 20% across the sector. One in every 11 jobs
in Canada is directly linked to the tourism industry. We need
to rebuild the tourism workforce in the country.
While Canada has one of the highest travel deficits, a postCOVID environment provides a tremendous opportunity to
rebuild by increasing the number of Canadians traveling in
Canada. COVID-19 has altered people’s perceptions and
priorities. If we do not take advantage of this extraordinary
time to reimagine the tourism industry, we will have missed
what will no doubt be one of the greatest opportunities to
reconsider our approach to economic growth centered on a
strong tourism economy. As we begin the rebuild there is an
incredible opportunity to redefine Canada’s visitor economy
and exceed economic targets, if we are prepared to flip our
current approach to growth upside down and look at tourism
in a more holistic and integrated way. Tourism does not just
happen; global destinations that have sustainable growth
understand the interconnectivity between tourism and the
economic and social success of communities.
One of the key challenges Canada’s Tourism Sector faces is
rebuilding the workforce. As labour challenges force change
for all sectors of the Canadian economy, Canada’s tourism
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industry has the opportunity to redefine and reposition work
in the tourism industry. It has been interesting to take part in
conversations that, for the most part, have focused on the
very tactical solutions such as addressing wages, schedules,
etc. That the industry will improve its basic operating
human resource practices has to be a given, as sectors across
the economy raise wages and improve work benefits. If we
focus on those immediate things only, we will have missed a
generational opportunity to address the structural challenges
that have plagued the tourism sector.
These structural changes impacting tourism are part of a
larger workforce context affecting all sectors. The industry is
undergoing a great deal of change during a highly disruptive
period, and the emergent business models also mean there
are changing demands on the number and types of workers
and the skills needed.
There are growing examples across the globe of best practices
for employers in retaining current workers and innovative
recruitment strategies, but what happens when that new
employee is landed? As an Industry, how are we viewed as
an employer of choice? Why is the service economy valued
differently in many European countries? How does the
education system in those countries support its service
economies and frame the brand of work in tourism?
As a business you can control your brand and your culture. You
can create places where people feel connected and proud. As

an industry we need to consider the integration of our
education system and look at models that support streaming
students into trades and the service economy; we need to
celebrate the role tourism plays in the economy; 80% of tourism
businesses are entrepreneurs and live in every Canadian
community and one in three Canadians start their working
life in a tourism job.
Addressing the shortfall in the supply of workers, the growing
skills mismatch, and barriers to employment is a complex
undertaking that requires a sustained all-of-sector approach—
one that is dynamic and responsive to ongoing market needs
and to economic, social, and political drivers. The challenges
we face did not begin with the pandemic, but COVID-19 has
heightened and amplified systemic challenges of the tourism
sector. It is time to take a comprehensive view of tourism
and its impact on the social, cultural and economic health of
our communities as we rebuild in a post-COVID era.
As we reclaim our position as Canada’s key service export,
we need to believe that substantial disruption also provides
substantial opportunity, this is what the pandemic experience
has provided – it is simply time to do business differently.
Darlene Grant Fiander is President of the Tourism Industry
Association of Nova Scotia (TIANS), & Chair of Tourism
HR Canada, www.tians.org
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STAMPED
ENGINEERING

CORPORATION
HIGH QUALITY, FIT FOR PURPOSE
ENGINEERING SERVICES

S

pecializing in design engineering that is customized
to the needs of the client, Stamped Engineering
Corporation is a team of multidisciplined Professional
Engineers and Technologists with proficiency and experience
in a variety of industries.
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President and CEO Jeenu Riat is an Aerospace Engineer
with over 25 years’ experience in the oil and gas industry in
Alberta. She utilizes her process, and mechanical technical
design experience united with her leadership for Stamped
Engineering. Jeenu supports stress analysis, patent design,
and forensic engineering, and helps her team fulfill a niche in
the market to provide lean, innovative, and quick turnaround
solutions. Jeenu spoke with us recently about the founding
ethos behind the company, some of the issues that need
to be addressed across the industry, and the exciting
innovation that converts organic waste to clean energy,
heat, and electricity.

STRESS ANALYSIS EXPERTISE
“Stamped Engineering was founded in 2017 to fulfill the gap
in the market of engineers having pride in and taking
responsibility for their work,” Jeenu explains. “We service
several disciplines: process, piping, mechanical, electrical,
civil, structural, process, aerospace, procurement, project
management, instrumentation and controls, 3D modeling
and design. We support a variety of industries with sound,
quality engineering.”
The driving force behind the creation of the company
originated from Jeenu’s own professional observations,
showing that quality engineering was not entirely accessible
to all walks of the industry.
“Often times, I would go out to site and find contractors
struggling with drawings they received from engineers that

weren’t stamped or they couldn’t get in touch with the
appropriate technical staff to find out why those drawings
were specified with certain pieces of equipment, things like
that.”
Although larger firms have the bandwidth to support
contractors with more technical engineering issues, they are
not accessible or affordable enough to represent a viable
option for most smaller clients.
“Companies that could respond with the support needed
were not available on the timelines required, or simply not
affordable. Based on our model of being leaner than the
larger companies, getting rid of the middle overhead,
our clients receive answers directly from the experts – and
that’s us.”
As an aerospace engineer by profession, Jeenu developed
extremely niche skills in stress analysis, and is able to take
complex problems, use software to execute the issues, quicker
and faster, while analyzing the bottlenecks to identify the
weak points in the system.
“I think that’s really something that lends itself to the oil and
gas industry – where are the weak points? Whether it’s in
process conditions, piping or in structural. Where are the
weak points that we can anticipate and therefore prevent
from becoming an issue further down the design and
implementation process?”
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One such example of this crossover was a recent client
which had designed a safety system for the oilsands industry,
needing Stamped Engineering to conduct a stress analysis
in order for a patent to be granted.
“They needed us to make sure that the design that they were
proposing – which we ended up tweaking a little bit – would
withstand intense forces from all directions and different
applications. We designed all of that for them, along with
quality manuals, safety manuals, training manuals. But it all
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started from that expertise of being able to give them
confident data that they could take back that would provide
confidence to the end users.”
The company takes on clients completely from firm referrals,
which means senior industry professionals from large firms
who are going out on their own and know who to call to get
the best possible advice and service.
“It’s really about those that value the expertise that they’re
getting, so most of them have been in contact with someone
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on our team, or myself personally, in a capacity to really, fully
appreciate that expertise.”

WIDE RANGE OF SERVICES
The company is certainly not limited to its stress analysis
capabilities, offering a wide range of services in the process,
piping, mechanical, electrical, civil, and structural disciplines,
as well as conducting risk assessments, process hazard
analysis, inspections, and cannabis facility designs.
“There are a lot of things that we do, but we also execute
traditional Oil & Gas projects. Our projects range from
decommissioning pipe bridges, walkways, ventilation rooms,
electrical heat tracing projects – there’s variety to the work
that we do, and it’s based on the expertise of our staff.”
The company really focuses on customer service in order to
offer the best possible value to potential clients, providing
free consultations and sound, reliable advice based on
technical knowledge, expertise, and commitment to being
up on the latest standards and regulations, being aware of
clients’ needs and not pushing an agenda on them.
“The biggest misinterpretation that we come across is when
we get asked to just stamp something – sometimes there is
a lot that goes into that. It can be as simple as doing all the
calculations to make sure something is done right, or looking
at regulations and helping clients get permits, but more

importantly it’s a responsibility and liability. It’s making sure
that every other person or professional that has touched that
job has done their job correctly.”
This means that Stamped Engineering has an overall
responsibility to check that all parts of the job are up to the
relevant standards before being able to stamp it, even if it
has only been bought up at the final stage.
“We have a professional duty to not ignore what we see,”
Jeenu says. “If we go conduct an inspection and notice that
incorrect equipment is spec’d in, as it is not fire rated, and
our scope was only on the structural side of things, we must
alert the client for an additional review. Our number one
oath is to public safety, and we take our job very seriously.”
As an Edmonton, Alberta-based business, the company is
proud to know it works within a province with world-class
engineering standards driven by the oilsands, and pushes
the very highest safety standards.
“I’m proud to be an Albertan engineer, owning an Albertan
company. I feel that our standards are not only world-class,
but when it comes to industrial safety, some of the other
provinces look to us for additional regulations that aren’t
enforced across Canada, driven by the oilsands commitment
to safety. I am happy to know they are following suit. I think
we are leaders in the industry in keeping our public safe.”
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The company is licensed to work across Western Canada,
and hopeful that regulations will change, and it expects to
be able to practice across the whole of Canada without having
to file separate paperwork in separate provinces, making it
much more of a seamless enterprise.

“So, we’re waiting for those [regulations] to come on board,”
Jeenu says. “Some of our staff members are licensed in the
US and abroad as well, so there are a lot of areas that we
can support that extend far beyond Alberta.”
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The industry at the moment needs to recognize that
regulations must be simpler in order to have engineers follow
them successfully. There are numerous guidelines and
standards that need to be known, with several key issues in
getting that information across.
“There has not been an effective streamlined method of
communication to new engineers, specially to engineers
that have come from other countries. I think this leads to
confusion and frustration for owners and operators that
want permits immediately. We’re hoping that by working
with government agencies and bodies we can make this
process simpler.”
The good news is that there are already positive signs of
improvement in this area, with some clarity starting to arise
in building codes and other regulations in the last few years,
making it easier for engineers and contractors to follow.
“Our most exciting piece of news is related to the innovation
that we developed, which is waste to energy,” Jeenu concludes.
“We’re hoping sooner than later we’ll be able to showcase
this with a demonstration pilot plant, where we literally
take organic waste and other garbage and turn it into heat,
power, and biofuel and biochar.”
Working tirelessly to hold the engineering industry to
account and making the world a safer and more innovative
place, Stamped Engineering has an exciting future ahead.
Find out more about Stamped Engineering Corporation by
visiting www.stampedengineering.com
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